Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet traffic monitoring is the process of observing the exchange of data between two devices over the Internet. It evaluates any dubious activity in an incoming or outgoing data [1, 2] . An organization might require access to the Internet, and most of the applications are data intensive. Even personal computers and microcomputer workstations rely on internet. Consequently, data traffic patterns have become more unpredictable. This has given rise to tools for network monitoring based on packets and their detailed analysis.
Network analysis is concerned with capturing network traffic and examining it closely for determining network activity. There are two major network monitoring techniques: Router based and Non-Router based [3] . Router based techniques have a built-in functionality that supports software and hardware. Non-router based techniques require additional software and hardware to be integrated into the system. This paper focuses on router based techniques such as Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), Remote Monitoring (RMON), and Net flow.
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is the basis for network monitoring and analysis. It can be defined as a set of protocols that manage and monitor the network [4] . These protocols are supported by routers, bridges, and hubs. All these devices are connected to the network, which needs to be monitored for detecting the conditions. The Remote Monitoring (RMON) protocol helps various network monitors and console systems to exchange network monitoring data [5] . RMON is typically implemented in a client-server model. It supports continuous off-line monitoring in the presence of failures. Net flow protocol was developed for the purpose of collecting and monitoring of network flow traffic generated by the net-flow enabled routers and switches. It is primarily used for analyzing network traffic and determining incoming and outgoing traffic, as well as the amount of traffic being generated. Net flow enables the network administrator to determine things such as source and destination of the traffic, and the cause of congestion [6] .
The goal of this paper is to present monitoring approaches, tools and analysis results of network traffic flow by using different network monitoring tools such as WIRESHARK, NTOP, Microsoft Message Analyzer and PRTG. Figure  below shows the basic structure of network traffic monitoring and analysis [7] . Network traffic measurement and analysis was considered a necessity from the beginning of networking. Network traffic monitoring helps administrators in many ways, such as identifying bottlenecks and malicious activities in the network [8] . With instant expansion of the network and more diverse applications, the bandwidth of the network is increasing to thousands of megabytes [9, 10] . Traffic monitoring and analysis in a timely and efficient manner becomes a challenging task in the situation of low packet loss rate [11] . Network monitoring of traffic mainly involves capturing packets with network monitoring tools such as WIRESHARK, NTOP, Microsoft Message Analyzer, PRTG and performing with detailed packet analysis. Before analyzing network traffic, one must be aware of the structure of the tool, how to use it, and its limitations, to get the desired results. This paper provides a comparison of different network-monitoring tools, as mentioned above.
WIRESHARK
Wireshark is open source software that can capture traffic from different network media types. The media types that are used depend on the operating system configuration. Libcap library is used to perform the work of capturing packets. Wireshark can save packets captured in the large number of formats of other captured programs [12] . One of the useful features of the Wireshark is that it displays filters. In addition to this, it supports multi-platforms [13] . The figure above shows the typical flow of packets through the system. The system used in Figure 2 [12] is called a two copy process. The packets, which arrive at the Network Interface Card, are copied to the device driver memory. Most applications use a process in which the packets are copied from the kernel buffer into the user's buffer for the application to access them. The disadvantage of Wireshark is that it will not detect malicious activities on the network. Also, it doesn't send packets to the network.
NTOP
NTOP is also an open source application which was written in the C programming language. It is portable across UNIX and non-Unix platforms. NTOP also has the ability to monitor network traffic remotely [14] . NTOP mainly focuses on:
• Traffic measurement and monitoring • Violations in network security • Planning and optimization of the network NTOP also provides measurement of network flow. NTOP provides users with a dynamic dashboard that gives a real-time view of traffic. By analyzing the network dataflow NTOP can determine the bottleneck effect or slow performance which can be used to determine whether hackers are attacking the network system [15] . NTOP has a command line as well as web interface. The figure below shows the structure of NTOP architecture [16] .
The disadvantage of NTOP is that its performance is influenced by other running processes. Another CPUintensive application may take up all CPU cycles for few seconds, resulting in packet loss [14] . 
Microsoft Message Analyzer
Microsoft Message Analyzer is a new tool for capturing, displaying and analyzing protocol messaging traffic and other system messages. The major task of Microsoft Message Analyzer is to capture message data, to retrieve message data, to save message data, to view message data, to filter message data and to analyze message data [17] . Message analyzer also enables us to import and analyze data from log and trace files. It is the successor to Microsoft Network Monitor. Message Analyzer gives you options for capturing data live or for loading archived message collections from a myriad of data sources at same time [18] . It enables the user to display trace, logs and other message data in multiple data viewer formats, including the default tree grid view, as well as interactive tools, implementing charts, grids, and timeline-visualizer components that provide high-level data summaries and statistics. Message Analyzer also has a feature for customizing data viewer charts.
PAESSLER ROUTER TRAFFIC GRAPHER (PRTG)
Paessler router traffic grapher is a robust and adaptable network-monitoring and bandwidth-usage software for the server and it checks the availability of the entire network [19] . It can supervise and classify bandwidth usage in a network using SNMP and Net flow. PRTG provides services for Microsoft Windows and Linux. The built-in feature of PRTG is that, users can actually correlate each other within the network [20] . It warns users about security issues and guides them to make the most use of the sensors provided by traversing the redundant monitoring aspect of the system. The major drawback of PRTG is that it is not an open source application, as opposed to other applications that are mentioned in this paper.
III.PROPOSED WORK AND RESULTS
For our research we have connected six computers over a wireless network and calculated our results using the various tools mentioned in this papers.
Wireshark
The Wireshark Project was developed by Gerald Combs in 2007. It comes with a substantial library accompanied by network protocols, and it can run on variety of different platforms, like Windows, Linux, and OS-X. Wireshark is a tool that captures the network packets and displays comprehensive data about every captured packet in a GUI. This helps administrators determine which PC's are trying to interact with a machine. Wireshark is also used by the protocol implementers to check whether the formation of a packet is correct or not.
The Wireshark tool includes several executables along with the main Wireshark executable that exhibits the GUI. The most important executable is Dumpcap which is a command-line utility that collect packets and files them to the disk without processing them [21] . Whenever a capture session commences, Wireshark launches an instance of Dumpcap to catch a packet. Also, it informs the Wireshark GUI about the file it is writing packets to. Wireshark GUI reads the captured packets in the file that Dumpcap is writing to, analyzes them and reports it back to the user.
A system displayed in the figure 2 uses a two-copy process. Packets arriving at the NIC are copied to the device driver memory. If a packet needs to be copied one more time before it is accessed by the user application, a one-copy process is used [22] . Typically this copy would take place in a buffer which can also be accessed by the user application. A two-copy process is used the most by applications when the packets are placed into a user buffer from the kernel buffer for the application to access. The user buffer holds only a single packet at a time for the application to process before the next one is copied into it. If the application decides to write a packet to the disc using the "fwrite" function of the C standard library, the packet is placed inside another buffer that needs to be filled before a system call is made to write its data to the disc.
Wireshark is a protocol analyzer. It is known as Ethereal. It displays network traffic. A couple of configuration steps are required before packets can be captured by Wireshark.
A, network interface needs to be selected to which the packet will be captured. It can be done through captureinterfaces, the other way is to select an interface to form the list. The Wireshark tool must be started with administrator privileges. Otherwise there won't be any interface listed. The figure 4 below shows the Wireshark GUI.
Figure (4) Wireshark User Interface
Once the interface is decided, Wireshark will commence catching all packets arriving and leaving the selected network interface [22] . The figure 5 displays the information about the captured packets. If any packet is clicked, detailed information about the captured packet will be displayed in the lower half of the Wireshark GUI.
Packets can be filtered depending upon the filter availability within the Wireshark. For example, for highlighting a TCP packet, the user types in the filter box and "enter".
To stop the capture, the user hit the stop button in GUI. Once the capture is complete, stop Wireshark, otherwise it will continue capturing packets and will consume noteworthy amount of system memory that may slow down the system. Finally, for future reference, we can save the capture using File->save.
NTOP
NTOP provides a better network-monitoring solution by providing users with increased traffic visibility. It also analyses key protocols in detail. Figure 6 shows the flow NTOP. This dashboard gives the administrator an idea of what is happening on the network. Flow between two hosts over a port that can be a TCP or UDP port. The map shown in figure  6 is dynamic, which gets refreshed within a specified time frequency. The map in the figure shows the different hosts connected in the network, the amount of network traffic is received from a particular host is represented by different colors. Figure 7 shows the packet breakdown in terms of size distribution. In the network it is necessary to understand the size of a packet to determine if the network is in a good state or not. NTOP supports a deep packet inspection library, NDPI, which is developed by NTOP. In the figure, we can see the breakdown of traffic in terms of different applications such as YouTube, Google, and Facebook. In NTOP we can get the results of a particular protocol in the time frame ranging from five minutes to past one year. • Packet Capture • Packet Analyzer • Network Flows Packet capture has portability issues more than any other component. Generally, operating systems use their exclusive packet capture facility. In order to make NTOP portable, the authors decided to port the libcap library for capturing packets to all platforms. This has led to the source code of NTOP, being unique across all platforms. NTOP also buffers the packet to reduce packet loss in the case of burst traffic.
The Packet Analyzer, as its name suggests, it analyzes and processes packets, one at a time. It also analyzes packet headers according to the network interface used. Hash tables are used to store the host information such as data sent/received by host, and it is sorted according to network protocols. Also, NTOP periodically checks to see if there are any entries left and clears the host table in order to improve memory utilization as huge host tables affect the overall performance.
Network flow is a stream of packets that travels from source to destination [23] . NTOP is used to identify traffic of a particular type, and all stored filters are applied to the captured traffic. Figure 8 shows the list of hosts that are known by NTOP. NTOP starts as an empty application and it learns new host as the traffic for that host arrives. NTOP can decode a HTTP packet thus it can identify the operating system of the server on which it is running. The figure above shows the traffic breakdown in terms of traffic sent and received. NTOP also provides a JSON object, which we can download, which is further used to store traffic data in the database.
MICROSOFT MESSAGE ANALYZER
Microsoft Message Analyzer supports a feature known as Live Trace, which consist of various options for capturing and tracing network traffic such as local network interfaces for capturing local link layer traffic from NDIS, Remote Network Interfaces for capturing on link layer, Unencrypted HTTPS, Network Tunnel Traffic, and Unencrypted IPSEC for capturing network traffic in the VPN/Direct Access and Local Loopback Network. Figure 9 shows Network Trace Selection. We can also capture data from multiple remote machines using a new session from the file menu, bringing all data locally for analyzing. One can simultaneously analyze text logs and network traces. The Figure 10 shows high-level workflow details, which consists of an analysis grid having all messages from multiple log files, ordered and sorted by time. Surrounding this area are tool windows that display. The information based on the current session data. Messages can be grouped by different properties such as module, source, and destination. Grouping is a very powerful correlation feature. Tool windows such as message stack give details about message. Message data view highlights binary data. Field data view performs better than message data view, and shows text, xml, and pictures. The session explorer window displays a list of sessions, which are opened by clicking on that session. It shows the alternate views available for selection. Session explorer shows the total number of messages before fragmentation and other consolidations occur. The Microsoft message analyzer provides a feature that can form multiple analysis windows at a time, which can be docked side-by-side. The Figure 11 shows filters provided in Microsoft Message Analyzer, which allows users to focus on specific data to make detailed analysis, and isolate extraneous data. Microsoft Message Analyzer consist such filters as fast filter, keyword filter, session filter, quick filter, and view filter. Each filter performs a unique task. Message Analyzer enables the user to decrypt data with the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocols. An example is Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) and HTTPS messages.
PRTG
PRTG is a network monitor tool that fundamentally identifies and prevents problems that occur in the network due to heavy network traffic. It provides sufficient network monitoring for professionals, as well novice users. One of the advance features is automatic discovery of the user's network [24] . It provides robust security, as it alerts users before emergencies occur via email or SMS. It is compatible with Browser-based, Windows GUI, and iPhone interfaces [25] . The PRTG GUI is accessible on any device from any location. It helps with bandwidth monitoring. Users can find out who is using their network. It also indicates what purpose their network is being used for. PRTG avoids expensive breakdowns. It is affordable, as it allows the user to buy only what the user needs. PRTG Network Monitor has having more than 200 sensor types for all common network services, including HTTP, SMTP/POP3 (email), and FTP. It supports multiple protocols for collecting this data:
• SNMP and WMI
• Packet Sniffing
• NetFlow, IPFIX, JFlow, and SFlow Figure 12 shows the web interface with a live data chart. In the web interface of PRTG, HTTP sensors for PRTG load a web page and monitor the response time; if a sensor doesn't receive an answer, or receives 404 status code, then the sensor goes into downstate. HTTP advance sensor shows response time, as well as bytes received, and the download time, with speed and timeof-first-byte for each channel in the sensor. The user can set individual thresholds and alarms. With the help of a HTTP content sensor. The user can check up to 50 results returned by a HTTP request, with each result in square brackets [25] . One of the important features of PRTG is its detailed reporting. It can create reports in HTML and PDF formats with appropriate scheduling. The content and layout of the report is assured by the report template of user's choice. Figure 13 shows the various sensors offered by PRTG [25] . One of the most powerful sensors provided is HTTP transaction answers. This allows users to simulate an entire transaction in their web application. Users log into their web application and then simulate navigating through a series of up to 10 URL links. In addition, PRTG checks reachability and specific content on each of those pages. This is proficient tool for testing entire business processes that run on a user's web servers. Other sensors offered by PRTG for monitoring specific applications and services include: Passive application performance sensor monitors and TCP connection timing using a packet sniffer that measures many web applications without requiring direct access to the client or the server. 
IV. CONCLUSION
As the average traffic load has risen and the data traffic patterns have also become unpredictable, network traffic monitoring and analysis have become essential in troubleshooting and resolving problems effectively when they occur, so that network services do not stand still for long durations of time. This paper proposed effective Network Monitoring tools which can be used for monitoring and analyzing network traffic based on an organizations requirement.
